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1. Introduction  
1. The March 4, 1977 Vrancea earthquake impact was known gradually from Romanian 

Communist Party (RCP) and Romanian Government communiqués, as well as from local 
mass-media, along the first month. Soon after March 4, teams of foreign specialists and 
press reporters arrived in Romania.  

• The local and international engineering community was well informed about its 
consequences and lessons learnt:  

- In Reports of ICCPDC-INCERC, ICB/TUCEB, IPB, IPCT, IP Carpati, Counties IPJ, and 
CFPS; 

- in mass-media and books in Romanian such as Buhoiu, 1977,  
- in international reports and papers as Fattal et al., 1977, Jones, 1977, 1986, Berg et al., 

1980 and the World Bank, 1978, 1983; JICA, 1977, etc. 
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• Appreciation of prompt countermeasures, quick restoration of critical facilities and 
infrastructure, good behavior of the majority of structures designed according to the 1963 
and 1970 seismic codes, all were emphasized.  

 

    
 
• There was a political context around the earthquake impact. The engineering community 

knew only a small part of the whole picture.  
• In 1979, Radio Free Europe broadcast how since July 4th, 1977 the regime imposed local 

repairs instead of overall strengthening of damaged buildings (Eng. Gh. Ursu’s letters).  
• Most recently the contemporary historical remembrance of post-disaster issues continues, 

through a recent history doctoral dissertation (Steinbrueck, 2017).  
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PRESENT PAPER APPROACH 
 

Key question: Which is the impact of the 1977 year decisions on today’s 
disaster management and seismic risk? 
 
The authors accessed and studied new archival sources with the aim:  

• to deepen the understanding of key technical decisions of the 
time, in interaction with political decisions and secret police 
surveillance activities; 

• to review the mass-media coverage in 1977, with today’s wisdom; 

• to improve knowledge about the current seismic risk in Romania.  

 
Authors evaluated the press coverage and minutes vs communiqués of 
the RCP of 1977 to help us understand how the Ceauşescu regime’s 
decisions evolved.  

 

Also, some declassified cables of the US Embassy in Bucharest of 1977 
were consulted.  
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Ceausescu, Mrs Ceausescu, Mircea Georgescu - Head of IGSIC and others on Victoriei Avenue, in front of Nestor 

Clock Collapse. („Fototeca online a comunismului românesc”, Fotografia #LA419, Cota: 37/1977. 

 

POST-DISASTER POLITICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT 

• March 5, 1977: “State of necessity” was decreed by President Ceausescu immediately 
after return from Africa.  

• CPEx meetings were held on March 5 (ANR CCRCP, Chancellery 18/1977), March 6 
(ANR CCRCP, Chancellery 21/1977), and March 7 to 11, as well as March 14 and 17.  

• On March 22, 28 and 29, extended working conferences were also held.  

• Later on, the July 4, 1977 meeting is a turning point. 
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LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL CONTEXT 
 
The international epoch context was related to: 
- the situation of Romania among Warsaw Treaty and socialist block, after Praga 1968; 
- the situation of RCP and of Ceausescu in the debate between USSR and China; 
- the apparent favoured position of the regime, at least in its relationships with USA - granting 

of MFN clause, good commerce with UK and West Germany; 
- the situation of emerging illegal unions, human rights activists, as a motion obviously pushed 

by the USA, Western politics and Free Europe Radio, VOA Radio etc, open or hide, as a tool 
to blow and dismantle the Iron Curtain Block, Prague Carta 77, local dissents etc;  

- the Western media rumors and suppositions about how the regime will face the losses or will 
collapse.  

 

2. Earthquake engineering and engineering seismology lessons after March 4, 1977 
 
Earthquake engineering 
• The technical aspects on the damage causes were discussed quite openly.   
• To understand the specific pattern of March 4, 1977 Vrancea motion (Balan et al, 1982), one 

should consider a lesson, with significant international implications (Fattal et al, 1977; Berg 
et al, 1980), i. e. the INCERC Bucharest accelerogram. 

• The ground motion recording at Romanian Buildings Research Institute (INCERC) in 
NE Bucharest showed larger values than the 1970 seismic design code, and was one 
of the first recordings worldwide with significant long-period spectral content.  
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INCERC Bucharest accelerogram, March 4, 1977 provided by a Japanese SMAC-B. 

 
• This helped engineers to understand why the capital city damage and destruction were more 

concentrated on multi-story apartment blocks and office-commercial buildings (up to 12 
stories) than other structures.  

• A highly improved seismic design code was introduced in 1978.  

 
However, after March 4, 1977 there were many missing data: 

- damage data from internal reports (ICCPDC, 1978) – kept confidential 
- data on the losses per economic sector – disclosed only to World Bank 
- the human casualties’ distribution -  kept in Strictly Secret files of M I .  
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Significant local studies and data addressing such important issues were presented in: Balan 
et al., 1982; Georgescu and Kuribayashi, 1992; Georgescu, 2003; Sandi et al., 2008; and more 
recently in Georgescu and Pomonis, 2007; 2008; 2010; 2011 and 2012. 
 
Engineering seismology issues 
 

• Local situation of equipments forced the political and government leaders to ask and / or 
accept international assistance and cooperation 

• Mobile seismic stations from Germany – University of Karlsruhe were deployed in Romania 
• Teams of seismologists from USA, Germany, Yugoslavia, China, USSR, Greece, Turkey, 

Iran, Venezuela arrived. 
• A Working meeting of Ceausescu with researchers of CFPS was held on March 8, 1977 
• A CPEx Meeting of March 10, reiterated seismological concerns of RCP leaders. 
• New Archival disclosures of early March 1977 show us: 

- The contradictory level of seismic issues knowledge within the RCP leadership; 
- The belief of some seismologists that epicenter was, possibly, near Bucharest, 

embraced in the first days also by Ceausescu !  
- The fear of some unknown shaking cause: nuclear explosion (?) connected with the 

difficulty of understanding long-distance Vrancea motions patterns, both for earyh-
sciences researchers and political leaders;  

- There were expectations on earthquake prediction capability, using animals.  
- Ceausescu was not immediately informed about INCERC accelerogram.  

• These issues will be detailed in another paper 
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NEW ARCHIVAL DATA - The level of technical knowledge within the RCP leadership  

 

• What could the leaders learned about earthquake disasters ? 1940 - Vrancea, 1963 – 
Skopje, 1966 – Taskent, 1969 - Banja Luka, 1976 – Tangshan, 1976 – Van.  

• Besides the communiqués, when reading the minutes, the picture is different, in fact, 
the deciding leaders argued and debated quite chaotic, how search and rescue be 
done, who and how to ensure works, Ceausescu and his wife having the last word 
and blaming many close aides, without having any professional skills.  

• Some of the shortcomings were real, as the Army was used a decade in agriculture and was 
not equipped for disasters. The last disasters were floods in 1970 and 1975, different of an 
earthquake.  

 
NEW ARCHIVAL DATA - The succession of superior leadership opinions, as revealed by 
Minutes of CPEx and official mass-media 

� March 5, 1977 CP Ex Meeting  
� Buildings of CC RCP, Government (Palace Victoria), Council of State (Former Royal 

Palace) and Bucharest City Hall were damaged. 
� The fear of aftershocks prompted authorities to recommend evacuation of damaged 

buildings (Ceausescu is aware of experience of China – Tangshan Earthquake, July 
26, 1976 – when the aftershock occurred in a second day.  

� March 5, 1977: President Carter had informed US Embassy that “the United States 
stands ready to extend emergency assistance…”. 

� March 6, 1977  CP Ex Meeting (ANR CCRCP, Chancellery 21/1977) 
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� Army and technical staff did wrong things on collapsed buildings sites 
� Students (??!!) to be allowed as voluntary for SAR operations  
� Visits in Bucharest and South. The order to record all damaged buildings 

� March 6, 1977: US Embassy cables inform that Foreign Affairs Minister Macovescu 
asked long-term financial assistance to help Romania maintain it independence vs 
Soviet Union  

 

  
Gathering of people around collapsed building sites was a natural social reaction, but I was 
considered unappropriate in CPEx Meetings, as all must work for SAR and debris cleaning 

(Ion Ghica – Colonade site) 
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� March 7, 1977 CP Ex Meeting - It is urged to not make assessment in haste 
� March 8, 1977 Meeting with CFPS staff. 
� March 8, 1977 CP Ex Meeting - The good organization of repair activity is stressed out  
� March 8, 1977: US Embassy cables inform about the postponing theatrical tour of 

Bulandra Theater in USA, because of Toma Caragiu death in Colonade Block 
collapse 

� March 9, 1977 CPEx Meeting - Repair must be ended at May 1-st – The International 
Labor Day ! In 45 days !? 

� March 9, 1977: US Embassy cables inform on the need and request of seismological 
equipment, since some 33% of apparata of Institute of Geology and Geophysics 
were lost and many other damaged. Prof. Bruce Bolt is on his way to Romania.  

� Center of Earth Physics and Seismology was also in need of two stations 

 
• Fast repairs have been ordered           

� March 10, 1977 CPEx Meeting 
• Ending Law of Necessity State, except Bucharest, telecom services and Radio-

Television 
• Ceausescu: there is a “chaos” at airport where the foreign aids are delivered 
• Order to start work on streets, seeking safety - to strengthen even the buildings 

deemed to be later demolished !! To be not a danger.  
• Expressing first opinion with CPEX staff about the need of a new Civic Center, 

somewhere on Victoriei Square or Calea Plevnei – Bd. Stirbey Voda because of 
damage in ALL buildings of RCP – Party and State use  
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• CC RCP building was considered by Ceausescu “a former prison” (in fact it was built in 
the 1940’s as Ministry of Interior) 

 
 

• From 9 to 12 March, 1977, a USGS warning on a possible new Vrancea earthquake 
triggered quite a diplomatic dispute with USA and this favored a recovery of the 
reluctant trust of Ceausescu in Romanian seismologists. Large press campaign to 
combat fear of aftershocks in Scinteia.  

� March 11, 1977 CPEx Meeting – how the insurance compensations money be used 
� March 14, 1977 CPEx Meeting – the activity of identification and strengthening is on a 

good way,  the extrication of the last bodies ended, debris not all cleared  
� urging to establish a team of high qualified specialists  

� March 22, 1977: President Carter's official letter to Ceausescu on assistance 
� April: The US Congress voted to appropriate 20 million USD to Romania.  
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• The Decree No. 66/March 22, 1977 of State Council enforce a new seismic zoning map. 

 

• Map not allowed for publication in Official Gazette !!!   

 

 
 

• For Bucharest and many towns, design MSK degrees were cut in map of STAS 
11100/1-77 enforced by Decree No. 163/May 11, 1978.  
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3. Earthquake disaster patterns – new archival data 
 

BUILDINGS’ DAMAGE 
First public data released on March 9, 1977 CPEx Meeting: 
• 6 Bln Ro Lei loss from ca 20,000 dwellings destroyed and damaged, 195 enterprises, 7,000 

families homeless 
 

Table 1 
Situation of damaged buildings as of March 18, 1977 by Ministry of Interior (MI), 

 
(CNSAS Archive, Chancellery 9665.  D 011737/vol. 105, p.139) 

 
According to the above table, the lack of buildings at risk in Bucharest is unusual. This may be 
due to the tight political control in Bucharest and due to building evacuation orders.  
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SEARCH AND RESCUE AND FATALITIES 
 

• First public data on March 9, 1977 CPEx Meeting: 1387 deceased, 10,396 injured 
• Search and rescue operations lasted more than ten days at the 23 sites of major collapsed 

buildings in Bucharest.   
Table 2 

Number of deceased and situation of identification on March 31, 1977,  
(Attorney General and Ministry of Interior, CNSAS Archive; ANR CCRCP, Section of 

Administrative and Politics 12/1977, p. 43)  

 
UNIDENTIFIED BODIES 
 
In Bucharest, 201 out of 1,110 bodies recovered from the rubble of the 23 collapsed-occupied 
buildings remained unidentified, and were buried afterwards, according to proper procedures in 
Domneşti Cemetery with indication of the collapse location. These 195 of the 201 were in just 
10 building collapse sites. In addition, there were 310 deaths in Bucharest not linked to the 23 
major building collapse sites. 
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Ceausescu, Mrs. Ceausescu and high leadership 
members after a visit to Dunarea Block partial 

collapse, March 1977 (Agerpres photo) 

 
Domnesti Cemetery (1977): Unidentified bodies 

from Dunarea Block and Arghezi  Street 
(Museum of Bucharest photo stock) 

 
TOTAL CASUALTY FIGURES 
 

• The total of 1,570 deaths was mentioned by Ceauşescu in his public speeches and other 
documents and reported by the World Bank (1978).  

• A final tally of 1,578 deaths was reported in BSSA, 1978 with 1,424 deaths in Bucharest (for 
details see Georgescu and Pomonis, 2010; 2011 and 2012).  
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• According to the Ministry of Interior (MI) archives, of the 1,420 dead in Bucharest, 1,110 
(78%) died in the 23 collapsed buildings of which 97 were not registered residents. The 
deceased non-residents are only reported as a total, not by collapse site.  

• The remaining 310 victims in Bucharest - it was possible that they were in other collapsed 
non-residential buildings (Office blocks Nestor and Carpaţi; Hotel Victoria; Faculty of 
Chemistry), damaged industrial workshops, smaller residential buildings, and in the streets.  

• This issue has not been discussed until now and deserves further investigation.  
� For the time being, the US Embassy cables of March 31, indicate that at 

Computing Center of MTTC a number of three technicians died on duty.  

 
Ceausescu visiting an impressive industrial hall roof collapse at TEC Grozavesti.  
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LETHALITY RATIO - NEW MI ARCHIVE DATA 
The lethality ratio (ratio of deceased over the number of resident-occupants at the time of the 
earthquake) was 50% in the 21 pre-1940 collapsed buildings.  
• Inspection of the data against photos pointed to the fact that lethality was highest in 13 

buildings that collapsed entirely leaving very few survival voids as well as in few buildings 
where fire followed the collapse.  

• Overall lethality was 62% in these thirteen buildings.  
Pre-1940 high-rise blocks collapses with almost total volume loss and heavy lethality ratios  

  

Scala block debris The group of blocks in Ion Ghica, Bibliotecii 
and Colonade Streets 
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The lethality ratio in the two newer collapsed buildings was much lower at 16%. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Partial collapse of a section in Bloc OD16, Bd. Pacii 
No 7, Bucharest, built in 1974 

Partial soft-story type collapse of Bloc 30 
“Lizeanu’, Stefan cel Mare Street, No. 
33, Bucharest, built in 1962 

 
• Overall lethality in the 10 buildings that collapsed less catastrophically was 20%.  
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4. The emergency and recovery period vs political decisions with long-term impact 
 
4.1 Research method 
 
For the goals of the present paper, we selected only the issues with technical and legal 
consequences on seismic risk from the most important minutes of March 22 working meeting 
(ANR CCRCP, Chancellery 42/1977) and CPEx meetings of March 30 (ANR, CCRCP, 
Chancellery 42/1977) and July 4, 1977 (ANR, CCRCP, Chancellery 21/1977, ANR, CCRCP, 
Economics, 78/1977).   
 
Early March, 1977 - Secret police surveillance of engineers 
 

The surveillance was directed on the issue of opinions about assessment, 
repair and strengthening.  
 
This issue proved – later on - to be Ceausescu’s key issues of interest! 
 
Authors opinion: 

• Knowing the thinking of engineers, he devised his approach in a 
different way towards engineers vs architects ! See March 22 vs July 
4, 1977 meetings. 
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MI Report, March 17, 1977 mentioning Prof. Alexandru Cismigiu, Radu Petrovici and Iulian 
Dumitrescu from “Ion Mincu” Institute / University of Architecture, as being against repairs that 
hide the damage 
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RCP AND GOVERNMENT ACTIVITY VS MASS-MEDIA COVERAGE DURING MARCH 1977  
 

 
 

Scinteia, March 18, 1977  
 

THE WORD OF SPECIALIST 
“By strengthening, a building may obtain a 
resistance equal or even superior to the 
initial one” 

Prof. Mihail Ifrim  
Head of Chair of Mechanics and Course of 

Earthquake Engineering 
ICB / TUCEB  

 
The paper is advocating the care, high 
qualification and the possibility to obtain an 
enhanced safety degree by strengthening 
works. The drawings show consistent 
jacketing solutions.  
 
The advise is to not hurry, to identify all 
damages, i.e. the cracks in depth and this 
shall be done only by the specialist !    
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Overall strengthening solutions were applied in the first three months 

 

         
Generous and speedy strengthening of Electrolux building, Calea Victoriei 
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4.2 Minutes of March 22, 1977 meeting with architects and constructors  
 
• Ceauşescu’s introductory words made a clear connection between earthquake damage 

and the need to improve buildings’ site location and traffic patterns in Bucharest’s future 
development. 

• The earthquake propelled the idea of a new Civic Center, discussed for the very first time 
on the March 10 CPEx Meeting. Ceauşescu was concerned about Victoriei Square and 
Victoriei Avenue, the need for a new Opera House and new monuments.  

 

 
 
• Then, he expressed the need for a Civic Center, and stated Arsenal / Uranus Hill as 

the place for its construction, and gave 1984 as its target completion date.  
• The operation was proudly declared as “the first intervention of a large scale in the 

history of Bucharest”.  
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• He mentioned some 1,000 - 2,000 apartments, to be “replaced” with new ones. He 
stressed, “we do not stumble about some demolitions, we shall design a new 
planning…and we will work as if on an empty place” (ANR, Chancellery, 28/1977, 6-7, 
12 reverse – 13 in archives; Ţiu, 2014 p. 13, ANR, CCRCP, Economics, 41/1977, p. 4). 

• About the buildings on Magheru Blvd. (the city’s most central boulevard), he accepted 
fewer demolitions and allowed reconstruction (ANR, CCRCP, Economics, 41/1977, p. 8). 

 
4.3 Minutes of March 30, 1977 CPEx and the IGSIC instructions 
 
On March 30, after visiting some of the collapsed building sites, Ceauşescu made statements 
that some scholars (Boia, 2016, Addenda p. 212 and p.1 of the copied CPEx Minute) consider 
to be a prelude for the extensive Bucharest demolitions. During that meeting he did say “if we 
will demolish all Bucharest it will be nice.” He then turned the discussion about dissidents 
(ANR, CCRCP, Chancellery 42/1977). We think this remark was about other situation.  
 
These plans were discussed again on July 4, 1977. It was clear that Ceauşescu was the 
ultimate authority to decide if, where, and when demolitions would take place.  
 

The mental process of making such a decision, as well as of others, will 
be discussed in the final part. 
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THE STRENGTHENING TARGETS: 
After site visits of March 30, IGSIC (the General 
State Inspectorate for Investments and 
Constructions) have sent an official letter to all 
authorities, building design and research 
institutes, universities and construction 
companies, which stated the following:  
 
“According to the instructions given by the 
superior party and state leadership on March 
30, 1977, we inform you that strengthening of 
old buildings shall provide at least the 
strength as before the 1940 earthquake, while 
for new buildings the strength and stability for 
which they were [initially] calculated”  

(IGSIC instructions letter, 1977).  
 
The term “strengthening” was used, although 
strictly speaking the intention was to bring a 
damaged building back to its pre-earthquake state 
and strength even if it had been constructed prior 
to the implementation of the first earthquake-
resistant design code of Romania in 1963.  
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May 1977 – MI - Secret police surveillance of engineers – about assessment, repair and 
strengthening 
 

      
 

MI Report of May 13, 1977 mentioning Eng. Ion Otescu, Alexandru Pitis and Iuliu Hosu of 

IPCM and Dr. Horea Sandi – INCERC - concerned about lack of unified viewpoint on 

strengthening solutions.  
Some USA specialists mentioned the difficulty and time consuming of strengthening works. 

USSR specialists Jakov Eisenberg and Alexandr Jarov are quoted as remarking superficial 

strengthening works in many cases. 
NOTE: USA and USSR specialists have the same opinions with Romanian specialists ! 
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The MI Report of May 13, 1977 
 

STRICLTY SECRET 
 
 
The key issue of SIGNIFICANCE OF 
KNOWN AND UNKNOWN CRACKS in 
damaged zones in structural members that 
leads to THE NEED TO STRENGTHEN ALL 
COLUMNS, NO MATTER THEY LOOK 
UNHARMED was sustained by specialists 
and Ceausescu was informed.   
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RCP AND GOVERNMENT ACTIVITY VS MASS-MEDIA COVERAGE, APRIL TO JUNE 1977  
 
From April to June 1977 the RCP newspaper, Scînteia, reported continuously and positively 
about the on-going repair and strengthening works.  

 
 

 
Scinteia, May 26, 1977  
In Capital, “The work of strengthening and recovery of 
damaged buildings continues in sustained rhythm”  
 
From the text we see how the instructions of March 30 are 
applied. The photos show overall jacketing of columns. 
 
Romarta Block, Calea Victoriei No. 60 
- a number of 94 from 102 ground-floor columns are strengthened 

with full jacketing in reinforced concrete 
- existing members have a reduced strength 
- in fact a new structure is built 
- pre-1940 structures assessment is difficult 
- some 2-3 design variants were necessary 
- in Bucharest, from 2010 buildings, some 1500 are with heavy 

works and 600 with repairs.  
 
UNION Block: shear-walls are cast at basements 1 and 2. 
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The Block Mantuleasa 22 was an example of how an apparently undamaged pre-1940 building may 

show in interior unrepairable damage, carbonated concrete, corroded reinforcement. This was 
demolished in the immediate period. 
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4.4 Minutes of the July 4, 1977 CPEx meeting and the July 6 IGSIC telex, # 11264 about 
damaged buildings’ strengthening and repair  
 
Bucharest RCP officials and specialists in charge of repair and strengthening of buildings 
damaged by the earthquake attended the July 4th meeting.  

SITUATION AT JULY 4, 1977 IN BUCHAREST – THE BIG CHANGE 

Bucharest’s Mayor Dincă presented a report on the impressive number of assessments, 
repairs, and strengthening completed. He accepted the blame that the work took too long 
(ANR, CCRCP Economics 78/1977, pp. 1-10).  

- 14,063 buildings in need of structural repairs 

- 3,616 structures with repair works already finished  

- 351 buildings to be repaired and strengthened, out of which 114 were in process of 
execution.  

• Ceauşescu was irritated and complained to the meeting members that they and the 
city’s leaders, relinquished decisions about the repair efforts to “professors” and that 
the responsibility for what happened in Bucharest was left in “the hands of 
specialists” (ANR, CCRCP Economics 78/1977, p.28).  

• He expressed anger with the engineering assessment commissions and the degree of 
strengthening work, saying that they produced more damage than the earthquake 
itself.  

• It is again confirmed his disbelief in the mind of engineers and professors about seismic risk. 
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• On July 4, the engineers were taken as enemies, and blamed, after he discovered they 
want to "destroy" Bucharest under cover of strengthening works !   

• In fact, the professionals of that time, including most of those attending the meeting, 
are put in excellent light, as their work was huge, so many commissions and 
buildings,  and they were able to convince and "corrupt" all the levels of Party and 
administration to start extensive works for safety of living, and to speak in their way.  

• After the fear of first days, now he was not afraid of vulnerability in front of a future 
earthquake. 

• He repeatedly rejected overall works, while demolitions were not accepted at all (at that 
time). This is further pointed out at p. 54: "...you do not learn architecture and 
engineering to destroy a block. Those who came with proposal of demolition must be 
sent at home and not to enter in such commission". 

• He believed that what he cannot see as a big crack, that one must be plastered.  

• On July 4, he was completely against any advisory boards (CTS – Scientific and Technical 
Councils or CTE – Technical - Economic Councils) of institutes (as it was legal and usual 
with any project), as well as against any decision of engineers, professors etc.  

• Almost all participants depended their actions with the March 30 decisions i.e., the aim of 
bringing back the repaired structure’s resistance as prior to the earthquake.  

• Some of the speakers referred to the initial degree of 8.5 MSK provided for Bucharest 
(as in the immediate new zoning map - Decree no. 66 -1977) as being a source of their 
understanding to increase the resistance of old buildings. Ceausescu denied he knew about 
it and how it was changed afterwards…or about common understanding of March 30. 
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• The crucial outcome of the July 4 meeting was that only local repairs were 
to be done from then onwards. This reflected Ceauşescu’s level of 
understanding… Or it was a maverick motion?  

 
• He ordered that no apartment building be demolished or have a column repaired without 

special approval (ANR, CCRCP Economics 78/1977, p. 25).  
• The new deadline for ending most of the repair work was August 23, the National Day.   
 
 
On July 6, the IGSIC telex No. 11264 was sent to the relevant authorities stating:  

“Working Order: According to the received instructions, we let you 
know that for the strengthening work  for  buildings  damaged by the 
March 4, 1977, earthquake one will take into account strictly the 
local strengthening of damaged members while for the remaining 
ones,  one shall make only repairs that are strictly necessary…the 
strengthening project is not permitted to introduce supplementary 
measures for earthquake safety of buildings…all designed and 
ongoing works will be in conformity with the present working 
order…any working orders that are contrary to the present one will 
be cancelled” . (IGSIC Telex No.11264 / 1977).  
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This order given as Telex No. 11264 is the root of current seismic risk problems in 
Bucharest and other cities, since it removed entirely reference to a damaged building’s 
seismic resistance and ordered only localized repairs.  
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Therefore, the regime’s July the 4
th

, 1977, decision to put an end to large-scale 
strengthening projects was consistent with the grand plans for a new Bucharest stated 
in March 22 and eventually to the razing of some 450 hectares to make way for 
Ceauşescu’s Civic Center in the 1980’s (ANR, CCRCP Economics 78/1977, Steinbrueck, 
2017).  
• This crucial decision was not endorsed by any CC RCP Decision, Government Act or 

Decree and strongly conflicted with Law No. 8 on Constructions Safety, passed a week 
before, on July 1, which put all responsibility and legal liability for building safety on IGSIC 
and ICCPDC, as well as on designers and engineers (Georgescu, 2003).   

• There was no press coverage of the July 4 meeting, but on July 8, a CPEx meeting 
reiterated these orders.  

• A new deadline for all repair works was set for the end of 1977.  
• As Steinbrueck (2017) pointed-out, “The July 1977 order that stopped the structural 

assessments and hastened repairs has implications to this day…This danger is 
directly linked to the Ceauşescu regime’s July 1977 policy to end assessments and 
significant repairs and exacerbated by the post-1989 governments’ limited actions to 
support repairs or relocate residents”. 

 
The cracks visibility – repair issue 
After July 4, some pressure is presumed to have been exerted on ICCPDC - INCERC to make 
compatible the new rules with technical constraints.   
Therefore, within INCERC Instructions C 183/1977 on epoxy resin injections / 12.07.1977 
extended the width of repairable cracks from 3 to 5 mm.  
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FROM FEARS TO DECISIONS AFTER MARCH 4, 1977 EARTHQUAKE 
 

We may conclude the following mental process: the way of thinking was associated 
with contradictory double way of acting along of these four months: 
 

FEAR ABOUT DAMAGE OF OFFICIAL BUILDINGS → NEED OF A NEW CIVIC CENTER 

• DEALING WITH ARCHITECTS → TASK OF NEW CIVIC CENTER → URBANISTIC PLANS AND 

NEW “ROMANIAN” ARCHITECTURE → FEW CRITICISM → MUTUALLY LAUDATIVE → SMOOTH 

ATTITUDE → TASK ACCEPTED → 8 YEARS TERM → DEMOLITIONS ALMOST NECESSARY → 

TASK ACHIEVED. 

 

FEAR ABOUT DAMAGE OF RESIDENTIAL HOUSES: → ORDER OF EVACUATION → URGING 

SPEEDY REPAIR → SELF-REPAIR OF TRADITIONAL HOUSES → DENYING THE DANGER OF FINE 

CRACKS IN CONCRETE → FORCING USE OF BUILDINGS WITH CRACKS, AFTER “LOCAL” REPAIRS 

• DEALING WITH ENGINEERS → TASK OF MAKING HOUSES SUITABLE FOR “SLEEPING” → 

AFTER MARCH 30 INDICATIONS ACCEPTANCE, ENGINEERS CONVINCED THE PARTY STAFF TO 

RESPECT PROFESSIONAL APPROACH → JULY 4, 1977 STOP ! → TOUGH ATTITUDE → 

PRESSURE → BLAME → DESPISE → ENGINEERS DEFEND THEIR WORK → IGSIC ORDER TELEX 

11264 → LOCAL REPAIR → DEMOLITIONS FORBIDDEN → TASK OF REASONABLE 

SAFETY / RESISTANCE NOT ACHIEVED → INCREASED VULNERABILITY AND RISK AT 

FUTURE EARTHQUAKES. 
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Soon after July 4, 1977 there was a shifting of Scinteia key-words, from recovery and 
strengthening towards the new style in architecture, leading also to the future Civic 
Center 
 
Scinteia, August 11, 1977 
Reporting the end of some 
strengthening works 
 
Calea Victoriei 139, Calea 
Victoriei 60, Romarta Block  

Scinteia, August 18, 1977 
Reporting about the visit of 
Ceausescu on August 17 on 
strengthening sites and for 
modernization and making 
Bucharest beautiful ! 

Scinteia, September 30, 1977 
Reporting on the visit of 
Ceausescu in Bucharest, to see 
the new architectonic style, specific 
and original 
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And the first step supposed to be the Great Rally and Meeting of  
33-rd Anniversary of National Day, August 23 ! 

 
 

On December 7, Ceausescu reported to the The National Conference of Romanian 
Communist Party that March 4, 1977 earthquake losses were of over two Billion Dollars 
of damage, but the rapid recovery is a proof of superiority of Romania's socialist 
society.  
 
The comment of a US analyst (US Embassy cables, 1977) was: “President's tone 
implied entire earthquake episode is now history and is no longer a 
consideration in Romanian forward planning”.  
 

Looking retrospectively, this is why all were pushed to cut actual 
strengthening? 
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5. Conclusions 
 
• New archival evidence and data allowed the authors to recover yet unpublished official 

data on building damage and human casualties in the 1977 Vrancea earthquake. The 
latter are highly relevant to preparedness and risk management in the present day.  

• It was also possible to track the contradictory path of politically driven decisions, from 
March 5 to July 4, 1977, which concluded with the cessation of strengthening of the 
damaged buildings.  

• Sound technical arguments were replaced by Ceauşescu’s allegations as they seemed to 
be a threat to his “systematization of Romania” and “new Civic Center” vision that he was 
to implement in the 1980s.  

• Misguided orders left Bucharest with the unenviable legacy of a very large number of high-
occupancy residential buildings that have been damaged by the 1977 (and possibly the 
1940) Vrancea earthquake that were mostly built prior to 1940 without any seismic design 
principles. Most of them are at risk from future Vrancea earthquakes. 

• Engineers must find adequate language to convey their knowledge to political and 
administrative leaders, especially in matters that refers to public safety. Also to 
individual or corporate owners of buildings, contractors, mass-media and 
population.  
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